19:58: **Song [1]**: She’s my backup buddy, backup body, oh
She’s my backup buddy, backup body, oh

20:13: She’s my backup buddy, backup body, oh
She’s my backup buddy, backup body, oh
Backup buddy, backup body

20:21: You need to share your look,
You need to share your data,
You need to share your look,
You need to share your data,
You need to clone your look,
You need to clone your character.
Train someone up!
You need to share your look,

20:37: Clone their character!
You need to share your data,
Train them up!
You need to clone your look.
Clone your character!
You need to clone your character Train someone up!
Clone your character! Train someone up!
Clone your character!

20:47: Backup body, Backup buddy She’s my backup
Train someone up! Clone their character! Train them up!
Clone your character! Train someone up!
Clone your character! Train someone up!
Clone your character!

21:06 E: Thank you
Backup Buddy, backup Body

21:11: <applause>

21:12: E: Thank you!
21:13: B: Thank you.
21:15: </applause>
21:17: E: And if you’d like to fill out this form…
  Train someone up!
E: the QR code…
  Clone their character!
  Train them up!
21:24: E: is here.
21:24:  Embody me, embody me!
  Embody me, embody me!
21:28: E: We could quite do with some extra digits.
  Train someone up!
21:33: B: If you have your phone there you can download the QR code…
  Why be in one place at once?
21:37: B: and you can help us. We want your data. But your email addresses
  will not be saved.
  How can you be in one place?
  Embody me.
21:48: S: How was it for you? Did you like it?
  And the next day, I’m supposed to DJ,
S: Did you have fun?
  and then I am supposed to perform at this queer club and then I’m
  going to go and have dinner with someone else and then I’ve got
  a date, actually, with that person I’ve been seeing for a while
  but I can’t make it so I was wondering if you can go instead.
22:01: S: Let me know if you have any questions.
  You need to share your data
  You need to share your look
  You need to share your data
  You need to clone your look
  You need to clone your character
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22:15: B: So, umm thank you.

*Train them up!*  

B: We do have some acknowledgements here...


22:25: E: Thank you, *Body of Knowledge*, bodies and knowledge. This was Episode three of #Sergina’s repetitive soap opera *Is My Body Out Of Date*, looking at the point and privilege, performance and drag of having a fleshy body in the digital age. This soap opera was presented by me Elly (in Brighton at 04:24 in the morning) and Bon Mott and Sean Miles in Naarm – in collaboration and collusion and occasionally in competition with #Sergina, against a backdrop – this one here – of a performance produced and performed with Vladimir Bjeličić here in Brighton earlier this month. For this performance #Sergina stole quotes from the following people [1]...

23:22: E: Thank you very much.

23:27: B: I must say, this is an artist... as artists we have a responsibility for social change I believe, and Elly invited me initially to enact #Sergina as a way of protesting creating mcainore pollutants in the air, fossil fuels and so we decided to collaborate this way instead of travelling overseas and then I was also thinking that in moving forward we need to go back – to indigenous knowledge and one of the reasons that I wanted to invite Sean is that...

24:31  Sean did you want to acknowledge your ancestors?  

S: Ah yes! I’d just like to acknowledge my ancestors and my iwi Ngāti Raukawa.

B: Does anyone have any questions – err... any questions for Elly because this is live.
A: I have a question.
B: Yes! Do you want to come in, so Elly can see you?
24:46: S: Yeah, it’s hard to hear.
E: Hello!
A: G’day Elly!
B: Anne’s our chair.
E: Ah hello. Hi.
24:58: A: Yes, I’m just curious about – what this performance seemed to underscore for me was this sense of isolation – by and the sort of mashup of the human body and the virtual body –
E: Yeah
A: and the sense of isolation through the scripts around data collection and the sort of sexualising of each other but sort of in a really
25:24: A: a kind of humourless way in a way, that is caused by the technology–
E: Yeah
25:35: A: So, given that it’s doing that, and this thought about in the future, artists connecting online rather than by, you know, saving fossil fuels, what has to be done to make it actually organically work?
B: Elly definitely answer that but perhaps we should talk about how we met.

View clip at: https://idea-edu.com/media/2020/Clarke/Clarke15.mp4
We’re telling your followers that you’ve started a live video.
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E: Yes! Let me just do this first perhaps... Yeah, no, because I’m really interested in this because I’ve been watching technologies as they’ve emerged right since I’ve been consciously an adult – which was the internet to start with, and then mobile phones and how that’s changed the way that we behave and the way we interact with each other – and so I think, um, yeah what I think you picked up on the performance I’m really glad that came across because it is very much about that. I think what’s been really interesting for me working with #Sergina in this remote way, which I’ve been doing since 2015 – so Vladimir, who was my co-performer for this durational performance that you’re seeing still going on in the background here – he and I worked together for – and that’s Vladimir here, dancing –

26:56: E: we worked together [1] for nearly a year and a half before we actually met each other in person. And it was really interesting because in a way my relationship with him – we finally me in a gay bar in Berlin – it felt like we had been online dating for ages and hadn’t met and were really nervous about meeting. But it really felt that it really in a way it really disproved what we were trying to prove, so I think that’s where the hope is – that actually that in a way yes it can be really isolating, but actually also I’ve never met Sean in person and I feel that I know them now fairly well and we’ve seen each other – especially when you’re rehearsing and performing across time zones – you know, you’re always opposite ends of the night. I mean here I am at 4 in the morning, someone is always exhausted, someone’s always about to get up and actually it becomes a very, very intimate process that you share with other people and I feel that’s what we have to hang on to and that’s what is going to become really important.
"the history of this automaton had sunk deeply into their souls, and an absurd mistrust of human figures began to prevail.

Several lovers - in order to be fully convinced that they were not paying court to a wooden puppet - required that their mistress should sing and dance a little out of time, should embroider or knit or play with her little pug etcetera when being red to, but above all things else that she should do something more than merely listen – that she should frequently speak in such a way as to really show that her words presupposed as a condition some thinking and feeling."
27:46 E: And the way this can be backed up by hashtags and events so I’m following already the talks at the Body of Knowledge Conference – and of course I’d love to be there, but it just feels like, whilst we have this climate crisis, which doesn’t look like it’s gonna go anywhere, we need to take steps so that we can still participate in conferences, we can still share our knowledge and we can also share it out. And in return I’ve gained so much through this collaboration with Sean and Bon that I never would have come to by myself which is why #Sergina is a completely collaborative project and I learn so much myself.

28:31 B: Elly can you just describe how it is living in London with the climate change protests that are happening, because we don’t really have them, we’re not really seeing them.

E: Yeah Extinction Rebellion – well they managed to shut down I think it was five major sites in London for two weeks – yeah it was two weeks – and it was pretty amazing and now the UK has declared a Climate Crisis – whether or not that will actually really translate, they are still building another runway and that sort of thing so… So… but it did make some changes.

A: Has anybody got any questions?

29:15 A I’ve just got one observation, which is that this way of communicating rather than being face-to-face, the interface is actually the art project, right? The exploration into something, so I’m just going to throw out that maybe it’s a new language, a new way of connecting through concepts and ideas rather than language or the old-fashioned method – maybe that’s what we need.

B: Well, it’s irony. As Zoom was created for corporate meetings, and we’re using it as an art form now.

A: That’s it, taking it over. Thanks very much, Elly.

30:00 E: Thanks.

A: See you later, goodbye.
the history of this automaton had sunk deeply into their souls, and an absurd mistrust of human figures began to prevail.

Several lovers - in order to be fully convinced that they were not paying court to a wooden puppet - required that their mistress should sing and dance a little out of time, should embroider or knit or play with her little pug etcetera when being red to, but above all things else that she should do something more than merely listen - that she should frequently speak in the conversation, and that she should be worthy of the conversation.
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